
Parent Swim Skill Certification 
 
I understand my daughter will participate in canoe/kayak programs as part of her Girl Scouting 
experience during the dates of  __________________________________________________ . 
 
When possible, Girl Scout volunteers administer a swim test prior to canoe/kayak activities. A 
swim test serves as a means to provide the adults with a gauge of each girls swimming ability 
should the canoe tip over. Regardless of swimming ability, all girls and adults participating in 
canoe activities are required to wear a life jacket at all times. 
 
Under certain conditions, a swim test may not be possible. Should this happen during the 
program your daughter is participating in, we need verification for swimming abilities prior to 
her participating in the canoe/kayak program. 
 

 My daughter is an advanced* swimmer. She can…. 
 jump into the water (feet first), rise to the surface and beginning swimming towards 

the edge of a pool. 
 swim 100 yards (the length of a football field). 
 tread water for two minutes. 
 float for two minutes. 
 

  My daughter is a beginner* swimmer. She can… 
 jump into the water (feet first), rise to the surface and beginning swimming towards 

the edge of a pool. 
 can swim 50 yards (half the length of a football field).  
 float for two minutes. 

*To be classified as an advanced or beginner swimmer, a child must meet all the criteria within that classification. 
If your daughter does not meet all the criteria within either of these classifications, we would designate her as a 
non-swimmer.   

 

 
My daughter will be classified as a non-swimmer. Below is a description of her 
swimming abilities, comfort level and other information I would like to share in the 
event that her canoe/kayak should tip. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
OVER → 



PDF SIZES 
SIZE WEIGHT CHEST SIZE 
 Youth 50-90 lbs. 26-29” 

 Women’s XS/S Over 90 lbs.  28-34” 

 Women’s M/L Over 90 lbs.  34-40” 

 Men’s M/L Over 90 lbs.  36-44” 

 Men’s XL/XXL Over 90 lbs.  44-56” 

The women’s PDFs are designed for women, specifically in the chest, but women can wear the 
men’s jackets as well.  

 

 
As the parent/guardian of  _______________________________________ , 
I attest that information provided above is true and accurate. 
 
 ______________________________________  ______________________  
Signature  Date 


